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1. ABSTRACT 

A new method for assessing the uncertainty of

precipitation forecasts was described in "Simplified

Short Term Precipitation Ensemble Forecasts:

Method" pap er J1 .17 o f this c onfe renc e. Th is

method was tested in collaboration with the

forecasters at the Mid-Atlantic River Forecast

Center (MARFC) to generate precipitation

ensembles within the confines of an operational

forecast system. Param eters for the method we re

computed for two basins, the Raritan in New

Jersey and the Juniata in Pennsylvania.

Dete rm inistic  forecas ts for  Hurr icane Floyd

(September 16, 1999) were used with the new

method to generate short term precipitation

ensembles that were then compared to the

observe d pre cipita tion. T he ex isting  Ensem ble

Streamflow Prediction (ESP) technique within the

National Weather Service River Forecast System

(NWSR FS) was used to generate streamflow

ensembles from the precipitation ensembles.

2. INTRODUCTION

The d ifference  betwee n actua l operationa l results

and the results obtained in the laboratory are

always striking and instructive.  The operational

environment is full of bad data that cause outlier

situations, fu ll of unforse en physic al constra ints

and in general a hard test for newly minted

procedures.  We have found this to be true for the

short term ensemble approach developed at the

NW S Hyd rolog y Lab to acc oun t for unce rtainty in

the forecast precipitation and temperatures.  The

theoretical development of this process has been

described in paper J1.17 of this  conf eren ce.  T his

paper will describe our experience to date with the

implementation.

Initial test results on the Raritan for Hurricane
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Floyd (September 16, 1999) were discouraging but

updates to the system calibration and

improvements in the algorithm were able to correct

the initial results.  O nce the  test case  seem ed to

work well, the system was implemented on the

Juniata River in Pennsylvania at the NWS Mid-

Atlantic River Forecast Center (MARFC).   The

MARFC results have been encouraging, though

additional lessons have been learned there as

well.

3. HURRICANE FLOYD

As an initial test case of the algorithm it was

applied for a hindcast of the September 16, 1999

precipitation  forecas ts for hurr icane F loyd. 

Hurricane Floyd generated record flooding on the

Raritan river in New Jersey.  The six hour

Quantitative Precipitation Forecasts (QPF) of

about 2" for most of the basins in the Ra ritan were

well below the 4" to 6" areal accumulations and 10"

point accumulations that occurred.

Early results for Floyd were alarming.  The

ensemble maximum did not even reach the QPF

let alone the large observed rainfall.  Not only had

the ensemble process failed to capture the

uncertainty correctly, it had made the under

forecas t of the  origin al QP F wo rse. T his

circu ms tanc e was ene rgetic ally inve stiga ted and it

was fou nd that se veral facto rs were  contributing  to

this failure.  First, the parameters for these basins

indicated  an avera ge trend  of over fo recastin g.  In

the majority of cases the QPF was too high,

however most QPF were for small rain events and

in the small rain events the over forecast bias was

true.  However, in the large events, there is an

under forecast bias.  This required

reparameterization and will require a system

update  to sort betw een large  and sm all events. 

Further discussions with the RFC forecasters led

to additional possible sorting characteristics such

as storm type, season and forecaster confidence.

 

In ord er to k eep  the system  from  spinn ing w ildly

out of control, a limit of 3X the standard deviation



of the observed historical observations for the

forecast period on the maximum of the forecast

ensemble had been imposed on the forecast

ensemble.  It was discovered that this limit was too

small.  The standard deviation of the smoothed

clim atology tha t we w ere u sing  was  actually fairly

small, less than 0.5".  Consequently, the

ensem bles wer e sever ely limited in their a bility to

pick up extreme events.  This limit had to be

removed.  Rather than relying on an automated

process to pick up outlandish ensembles, we now

rely on the RFC forecast staff to quality control the

ensembles.

W ith these p roblem s behind  us we w ere able to

effectively ca pture the  Hurrica ne Floyd e vent.

Figure 1.  Summary statistics for one

watershed in the Raritan basin for Hurricane

Floyd.

The simulations look high with almost 14 inches of

rain, but this is the very tail of the distribution so

not alarming.

3. JUNIATA IMPLEMENTATION

The  real te st of o ur ne w pre cipita tion ensemb le

system has been in the demonstration project at

the MARFC for the Juniata River.  There are two

levels of testing that occur in these operational

demonstrations.  The first is a test of the science;

can the  propos ed algorithm s produ ce high q uality

forecasts?  The second level is a test of the

systems and implementation process; can the

process be implemented efficiently and is the

supporting system useable in the operational

environment?  Unfortunately this second element

of testing is often ignored and even belittled.  Yet

this element is a key to making operational

forecasts.  It appears to be viewed sometimes as a

me re de tail wh ich ob struc ts good sc ience when in

fact it is  not a  me re de tail obstruc ting science, it is

a key element that often points out the failings of

short sigh ted scien tific develop men t.

The implementation process was considered

explicitly in the evaluation of the new short term

ensemble demonstration.  The ensemble process

has been implemented over 10 basins in the

MARFC area of responsibility each of which is a 

forecast point.  The MARFC has been generating

foreca sts from  the system  since m id-sum mer . 

The se de mo nstra tion fo reca sts a re m ade  availa ble

to the public on a daily basis at the MARFC web

site

http://marfchp1.met.psu.edu/AHPS/juniata_river.ht

m  .   These demonstration forecasts are for a 5-

day window, in contrast to the current 2 or 3 day

deterministic forecasts currently issued in the

MAR FC are a.  Thes e 5 day pro babilistic fore casts

may prove most useful as contingency type

forecasts which help address the frequently asked

question, “ what are other possible river responses

that may occur given the current basin conditions

and  the fo reca st pre cipita tion? ”  Gra phically

displaying the ranges of river levels is an effective

method to depict some of the uncertainties

associated with runoff events.

To date only qualitative forecast evaluations have

been con duc ted w hile we  collec t data  and a wait

rain events on the basin.  That evaluation by the

MARFC forecast staff has found that the

ensembles range across an appropriate spectrum

of precipitation.  In one case the precipitation

ensem bles on neighboring basins were

dramatically different.  This circumstance was

examined and it was determined that temporal

coherence in the precipitation statistics was not

suff icient .  Spa tial cohere nce  is req uired  as well;

this requirement will be integrated in to the

smo othing pro cedure .  Additionally,  m ethods  to

address uncertainties associated with tem perature

forecasting will need to be developed and

implemented to properly account for likelihood of

rain vs sn ow and  snowm elt.

The implementation was made to be objective so

that no for ecaste r intervention  was req uired.  In

addition the calibration was designed such that no

data beyo nd the alre ady existing  NW S data

streams was required.  Consequently the

calibration was relatively smooth and re-calibration

of the statistics when required has been

straightforward.  This facet of the project has been



a succ ess an d will greatly enh ance o ur ability to

deploy a short term ensemble process across the

nation wh en the sc ience is s ufficiently robu st.

4. CONCLUSION

The NW S Hydrology Lab and the MAR FC have

undertaken to demonstrate the feasability of

making short term ensemble forecasts that

effectively capture the uncertainty in the

me teoro logica l inputs.  Th e sys tem  has b een  put in

to operations at the MARFC over a few of the

forecast basins and the process appears to be

working well.  Additional testing and vetting of the

science are required however before the process

is implem ented na tionwide.  


